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First and foremost thank you for the invitation to join you on such a mission. A once in a life 
time event-that will prove LIFE LONG. (MARS is habitable...details of this fact will be 
forthcoming) Please accept this as my application to join OMB Control Number 0702-XXXX. 
Please include my willingness to talk with your supervisory prognosis auxiliary manager 
regarding changing the outfitted Space Spatial Uniform Artillery Manned uniform; outdated and 
should be retired. A new ART UNIFORM PRODUCMENT SPECT I dub 'XXX' will show 
itself trustworthily, fashionable, a true ART, and Hollywood's Dream Outfit if I may 
say...couture. Take into consideration and factor the "intelligence" aspect of my person & 
identity as additional documentation will reflect names other than my responding government 
identity of: ANTHONY. Contact me if further required documentation is needed. I need some 
things as I mentioned in my earlier regulations.gov response; however, they are: *Money for 
food *Money for shelter *Laptop *Mobile phone Anthony FOIA
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I am acting on behalf of my Kingdom, and of my own free will as I indicate my willingness to 
join the crew of mission XXXX, defined at NASA as the Mars Enlighten Star Prodigy 
discernment mission. An extremely important mission indeed to promote the finer details in 
ways of: following instruction, correcting behavior, understanding consequences, and 
maintaining course of living. By far this mission will test mental, physical, meta-physical (which
is pureness of heart), adaptability, choice making, cognitive influence of mental stimulati, 
("BACIK" training should have covered this!). Furthermore, navigational technological 'know-
how' conforming to XDPD-MICRO-DDDxxx001 (NASA computational training) would have 
covered the basic framework of these important computations. The question at hand is weather 
I'm willing to AUTHORIZE the USE of Military Auxiliary Radio System (MARS) Station, 
Army MARS Form AM-1, OMB Control Number 0702-TBD. ACTION: Denied. Denied, for 
primary reasons I don't wish to cover at this time. However, I can state that upgrades to the 
current auxiliary radio system on MARS Station need to be accomplished first. Understanding of
*RADIO *RADIO SYSTEM(s) are of necessity before an official license to operate without 
limitations can be granted. Department of Defense currently utilizes eco-standardized frame 
frequency which is not Radio, is not Spectrum, and does not cover geographic area. Frequency 
division (updating todays technology or more specially going "wireless") must be implemented. 
I believe I started this Miranda yesterday in producing digital cellular towers, essentially 
removing the need for those steel contraptions (you can take them all down...there an eye-sore) 
and communication will be maintained based on my "1MC2" addition to spectrum cryptography 
(spectrum is to cryptography as cryptography is to spectrum). Please be assured of my 
willingness to Operate MARS Station and look forward to assisting by completing the required 
documentation. My apology in the timing of this delinquency. *I'm requesting Network 
Enterprise Technology Command application mainframe access *SPARTIC access *FCC 
Enterprise Access *Laptop *Mobile phone *Money for food *Money for shelter I'm reside in the



Hillcrest area of SAN DIEGO COUNTY and don't always have access to email. Please respond 
on this site and with the same OMB and I'll check periodically. Anthony FOIA
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